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Introduction
Welcome to Witch's Rock, a short D&D 
adventure module complete with hand-
drawn full color maps. All maps in this 
product were hand-drawn, digitally 
scanned then in enhanced using various 
graphic software applications. We hope 
you enjoy the maps and adventure!

This product is for those GMs who take 
pleasure in using hand-drawn maps and 
short adventures for added content into 
their own existing campaign settings. This 
content is ideal for use in an Age of 
Exploration or fantasy pirate adventure 
setting, but with slight modifications can 
be appropriate to any gaming genre.

Gamer Printshop
Gamer Printshop is the leading large 
format, graphics Print-on-Demand 
company for role playing gamers! 
http://www.gamer-printshop.com

GP Publications
The RPG publishing division of Gamer 
Printshop. The focus of materials we 
publish will to provide RPG adventures, 
maps and GM playing aids - for any RPG 
game system and genre.

 
This Gaming Aid
Witch's Rock presents the maps for a 
pirate adventure, featuring a regional 
map, a village map, and two subterrain-
ean cavern by the sea maps, and a short 
adventure focused at this location, 
including encounters and items. This 
adventure has been designed for D&D use

This product is not:
>> a collection of 1" miniature-scale maps 
to be used as playing surfaces. (However, 
if that is what you are looking for, please 
continue reading!)

>> a complete campaign setting ready for 
long-term use by a game master.

>> a collection of poster quality, graphically 
rich, ink-intensive maps in full color.

This product is:
>> a short RPG adventure scenario with a 
few encounters including a completely 
keyed, hand-drawn map ready for play.
 
>> a collections of that depict an island 
map location and a subterrainean cavern 
system site location.

>> a supplement for GMs who want to 
concentrate their efforts on writing 
exciting adventures, instead of their time 
drawing maps.

>> a resource for those GMs who don't 
like to draw, but still desire quality maps 
for their story-telling.

 
Tabletop Gaming
While this product is not a collection of 1" 
miniature-scaled maps, these maps are 
available in that format. You'll find them 
at our Online Store: http://www.gamer-
printshop.com

Virtual Tabletop Gaming
While the maps have been prepared 
especially for large format printing and 
usage in a miniatures scaled tabletop 
game, the content is also available as VTT 
files saved PNG format ready for ue in 
various VTT applications. The maps are 
scaled at 1" = 50 pixels. Map content in 
this format is available for purchase on 
our main site

Publisher's Note
The maps of this supplement were entries 
in the December 2007 Map Challenge at 
cartographersguild.com

In closing
We at Gamer Printshop hope that you 
enjoy this gaming aid. 

We are very interested in hearing 
whatever feedback you would be willing to 
offer us.

You can reach Gamer Printshop at:
support@gamer-printshop.com



"Avast ye matey, tighten the main sail and 
button the hatches, an easterly is blowing
and we're headed into hazardous waters."
 
Witch's Rock is a pirate adventure set in 
the tropical isles of the Summer Sea. One 
of the thousand islands that comprise the 
Sargossi Archipelago, a vast island arc 
over a thousand miles long in the middle 
of the Western Ocean. With evidence of 
lost civilizations on the larger islands, 
today the indigenous peoples are primitive 
and tribal having lost their civlized roots. 
This has made them easy targets for 
conquest and slavery by the seafaring 
nations. The isles are divided between five 
great sovereignties, though most are still 
uncharted.

Witch's Rock was named by the Piratess, 
Paulette DuFlor a former slave that rose to 
be captain of her own pirate schooner. For 
thirteen years she was the scourage of the 
Summer Sea, a bane to even the Summer 
Brethren of Pirates, but an inspiration to 
the enslaved peoples of Sargossi.

Paulette owed much of her infamy to her 
practice of native Voodoo rites. She was  a 
priestess and her crew her infernal 
congregation. Hexes, charms, curses, 
omens, animal sacrefices, zombies and 
possession by spirits and the dead - all 
practices foreign and dark to the colonial 
authorities and sailors, who rule the area. 

On her last daring raid, Paulette led a fleet 
of schooners into King's Bay, stormed the 
governor's palace and stole his own 
treasury along with silver shipments 
destined for the Kingdom; the annual tax.

A full three weeks later she was cornered 
at the Port-of-Spice by a fleet of the King's 
Navy, though her holds were bare of the 
stolen treasure.

Overview...
Although finally captured, brought to trial 
and sentenced to the gallows, some say 
she escaped true death as her spirit is 
bound to a fetish doll hidden at her island 
sanctuary ready to possess a recipient to 
begin her reign of terror once more. At 
least this is whispered in many a Sargossi 
alehouse, a decade since.

Whatever the truth if her hidden island 
sanctuary is found one could only expect 
to find curses, guardians and nightmarish 
encounters along with untold wealth and 
international fame. This kind of adventure 
is almost impossible to avoid even if it 
means the party's death.

 

Paulette DuFlor (native name unknown)
Rogue 9 / Sorceress 13 / Priestess 8
Sargossi human, female, neutrally aligned

The Governor at King's Bay has issued an 
open grant of lands and title of Duke to 
any adventurer who recovers the King's 
Bay Cross, still missing from DuFlor's raid.



An adventure for 4 to 8 players from 5th 
to 8th level, mixture of combat and spell 
casting required, access to an armed ship 
and able crew.
 
For the Players:
The Viceroy of New Dernallion, Lord Talus 
Arnden a crotchety old man of 79 years, 
rules the islands in the name of the Grand 
Duke of Dernallion.

It was his treasure the King's Bay Cross, a 
gift from the Grand Duke to his father, a 
hero from the Salt War, an heirloom Talus 
brought with him to King's Bay upon his 
appointment. He wore it on his coat at all 
public functions.

With its theft by Paulette DuFlor on her 
last raid before her capture, the Viceroy 
has decreed its recovery and return to 
King's Bay has been promised a Duchy 
and a plantation of lands on New 
Dernallion, worth as much treasure itself. 

One of the party members have recently 
discovered a possible location of the 
hidden isle in some old navigation charts 
recovered from a recent pirate captured 
by the Royal Navy. The map considered 
unimportant was sold to a local trading 
house and acquired by the PC.

The adventuring party only needs an 
armed ship, an able crew, supplies for 2 
weeks at sea (including the return) They 
can probably expect combat, encounters 
with pirates and possible voodoo magic.

Adventure...
For the DM:
Witch's Rock is located in the heart of the 
pirate seas, and a small lightly armed 
schooner will make a passing attack on 
the party's ship just before the island is 
sighted. Any serious resistance witll drive 
them off.

All manners of dangerous sealife, tropical 
disease by insect bites, poisonous snakes 
and the rare unknown monsters can be 
found in and around the island.

The island itself offers unknown navigation 
hazards for the landing ship. Inhabitants 
are living members of DuFlor's crew and 
their families, thus any reveal of the true 
intentions of the party will result in mob 
action against them and voodoo sacrefice.

If the party can use stealth, watch where 
locals are going at night, they could 
discover what they need, sneak into the 
caverns and discover the location of the 
King's Bay Cross (and other treasures), 
then escape back to King's Bay.

The Great Cenote Altar in the rear of the 
caverns is the climax chamber of the 
adventure. Juju zombies, protection spells 
and the bound spirit of Paulette DuFlor 
await the party members. This is the  
main treasure site and primary encounter 
for this adventure.

The party would have to defeat all 
inhabitants of the island in order to take 
all the treasure - an unlikely occurrence.



Witchs Rock...
Witch's Rock or "Roche de la Sorciere", in 
Paulette DuFlor's Creole tongue is a tiny 
tropical island. Created from the volcanic 
activity that created the island chain and 
is nolonger active.

Located in the heart of the pirate seas, 
near the privateer stronghold of Turtle 
Island - these are truly dangerous waters. 
Any ship sighted will not be a "friendly"  
this can be expected.

All manner of dangerous tropical sealife 
can be found in these waters - barracuda, 
moray eels, sea snakes, fighting squid, 
giant octopus, but the shark is the ruler 
predator here and come huge numbers 
and variety.

Rumors of darker denizens including a 
great sea monster - both dragon and fish 
like lurking the shallows of some isles.

Despite being previously uncharted until 
DuFlor's arrival, Witch's Rock is larger 
than most of the tiny uninhabited islets 
that dot the island expanse.  It roughly 
circular in shape about 2.5 miles north to 
south, and just under 3 miles northeast to 
southwest.

The island receives an annual rainfall of 
just over 300 inches, mostly during the 
hurricane season from autum to early 
winter when destructive forces sometimes 
come as well.

Inactive volcanic mountains cover the 
island. The Riviere aux serpent really 
comprise of four tributaries each given a 
different serpent name, but all drain into 
the main Serpent River. Seven smaller 
rivers drain other areas of the isle along 
its rocky and cliffsided shores. Lac vert is 
a large and fairly deep freshwater lake to 
the west of the Serpent. A variety of fish 
and snakes inhabit the lake.

Most of the inhabitants of Witch's Rock are 
Creole escaped slaves, or a mix of one of 
the great sovereignties and Sargossi as 
was most of Paulette DuFlor's crew. Most 
can speak one or more of the sovereign 
tongues though Creole is the primary 
spoken language here.

There are around 200 individuals, half 
children, with more women than men of 
the adults, though many with pirate 
experience. Although seeming ragtag to 
the uninitiated, many of the mean peoples 
here are actually skilled sailors and 
soldiers with lethal skill at arms. It would 
be a mistake to view them as unskilled 
savages.

Vouden or Voodoo is the cult practiced by 
the inhabitant's of Witch's Isle. In fact the 
village, Mamisa, is named for the title of a 
voodoo high priestess. All residents are 
lay adherents, while both male and female 
priests are numbered among the few and 
present powerful spellcasters.

Although inherently animistic and ancestor 
centric and therefore potentially peaceful, 
the cult is highly secretive to the point of 
violence from unwanted viewers of their 
rites. Snake dances, spiritual possession, 
summoning of spirits and the dead, use of 
bonfires and magical charms are central 
to religious rites.

Should the party reveal their intentions 
and be captured by the islanders, they will 
be sacreficed by knife and fire to the gods 
of Voodoo - a grisly end indeed.

The King's Bay Cross can be found strung 
to a ribbon, draped over a fetish doll on 
the Great Voodoo Altar of the Cenote 
Chamber. The remaining treasure 
surrounds the altar piled loose around it.

The guardians prevent full recovery efforts

'



Village of Mamisa
This village very much appears as a native 
Sargossi village rather than one built by 
one of the five sovereignties. Round huts 
with a woven thatch beneath large palm 
fronds tied to the top. The huts are 
elevated on legs some 18 inches above 
the ground - during the heaviest rains, the 
ground is literally a lake covering several 
inches. Huts are destroyed if not safely 
above this.

Each hut is about 16 feet in diameter with 
hardwood floor, no windows and a single 
curtain covered doorway. Each hut may 
hold up to a dozen family members, 
though most households consist of five 
family members.

22 such circular huts occupy the village. 
Though the village is not surrounded by a 
wall, each hut has a fence of woven palm 
branches surrounding each "yard" to keep 
in the fowl, pigs and dogs of each.

Most sustain themselves as fisherman and 
farmers though several huts contain to 
facilities for various craftsmen, including: 
a carpenter, a smith, a roper, shipwright 
and a glass-blower.

The Elder House
Nearest the shore, at the village's "center" 
lies a larger circular hut, called the Elder 
House. This serves as voodoo chapel and 
meeting house, as well as village court.

An altar larger than the Entry altar at the 
start of the Upper Cave in the Cavernes de 
DuFlor, but smaller than the Grand Altar.
Basically a 6 foot long, 2 foot wide and 3 
foot tall chest serving as base that is 
brightly colored in blue, red, green, yellow, 
black and white. Two shelves sit over the 
base each holding a total of nine wooden 
fetish dolls about 2 feet high. Each painted 
with face and clothing to represent gods.

Village of Mamisa
The Elder House serves most often as the 
village chapel, where lesser rites of the 
laity are held by the high priestess. Dark, 
secret rites are held only in the Grand 
Altar within the Cavernes.
 
Cyril's Tavern
This small tavern is the only Dernallion 
styled squarish structure on the island, 
serving as an ale and grog house for one 
retired pirate crew member. The majority 
of non-natives hang out here when in the 
village and not serving to Paulette's needs.

Though only a few tables and cask seats 
are available most stand at the bar or at 
the wall shelves and drink.

An outhouse lies through the backdoor 
behind the tavern.

The tavern has no inn facilities.

The most dangerous inhabitants outside 
the caverns will always be found in this 
tavern. If you want to gamble, find a 
prostitute, get drunk or get in a fight, 
Cyril's is the place to be!



Map 1 Key

Cavernes de DuFlor map 1
 
Map Key 1 - Sea Cave Entrances
These wave carved tunnels are wide and 
high enough for a rowboat or ship to 
shore boot to fit through, though the 
waters are too rough for most casual 
swimmers. High tide prevents access into 
the tunnels, however.

Map Key 2 - Guardian Cave
The chamber between the easterm sea 
cave entrance and the main grotto cave 
within is the residence of two charmed 
sharks that constantly patrol the harbor 
and sea caves for unwelcome visitors.

[Sharks...]

Map Key 3 - Cave Grotto
This huge cavern chamber is almost 40 
feet across and over 100 feet long with a 
60 foot stalatite encrusted ceiling. The 
floor consists of shifting sands and 
seawater from the open sea cave 
entrances. About half the floor is sand.

Two ship's boats sit on the bank, though 
one is damaged and waterfilled. Two 
crates sit on the sand bank - opening will 
reveal clothing stored for shipment.

When the party is disembarking from their 
boat or swimming into the chamber the 
sharks attack. Noise will arouse the caves.

Listen check will reveal two natives 
speaking from the upper cave.



Map Key 4 - Upper Cave Tunnel
A tunnel carved from the limestone lies at 
the northen end of the Cave Grotto then 
gradually inclines upward for easy 
walking. About 2 to 3 feet wide and 9 feet 
tall. Lit torches sit in scones on the walls 
every 20 feet on one side only.

Map Key 5 - Artillery Balcony
15 feet above the Cave Grotto floor is an 
opening that exposes the Upper Cave 
Tunnel as if a natural balcony. A 16 
pounder small artillery cannon from the 
Sea Witch has been mounted onto a 
rotating firing platform to allow defenders 
to attack raiders into the caves, though 
must be alarmed ahead of time or no one 
usually mans them. When a guard is 
present it will be at this opening. A cask of 
powder, a box of shot and wadding sit 
near the back wall behind the cannon.

Because the stone is wet from dripping 
cave water and high tide moisture from 
the sea, and it has a 60 degree angle, it is 
not climbable. (DC check +15) You must 
use the tunnel to access the balcony level.

Map Key 6 - Upper Cave
The upper cave sits 20 feet above the Cave 
Grotto floor with a "balcony" opening 
serving as the main water channel leading 
out of the caverns into the cavern below 
and out to sea. To high to used as a firing 
platform window as the Artillery balcony 
below, this serves as a watch post for 
intruders. A guard is always posted here.

Like the artillery balcony, the steep drop 
below the opening to the Cave Grotto is 
always wet from water drainage and often 
running with some water sometimes 
torrential at all times. Too slippery to 
climbing (DC check +20). To easily 
accessable from the Cave Tunnel to bother.

Currently the guard is speaking with 
another guard from the bridge and neither 
are watching their posts when the PCs 
arrive into the Cave Grotto.

The guards have pistols, swords and a 
conch horn to sound the alarm.

Map Key 7 - Voodoo Altar
Sitting on a 4 foot high cubical shipping 
container is a small entry altar to the 
Voodoo gods that protect Paulette's inner 
sanctuary. Consisting of a hallowed human 
skull surrounded by four candles - black, 
white, red and green, and a daggar at the 
front. This is not the primary Voodoo altar 
of the caverns, rather a place to sanctify 
oneself before entering.

On the floor completely surrounding the 
altar are all manner of trinkets and 
common items piled almost to the altar's 
table top. Hats, kerchiefs, boots, small 
weapons, liquor flasks, coins and many 
other odds and ends - a kind of offering?

Unknown to the adventuring party, one 
does not require a secret tongue or 
stylized rite to properly acknowledge the 
Voodoo gods and receive some level of 
protection from the threats within the 
cave system.

All one needs to do - is knock three times 
on the wall adjacent the altar, announce 
who you are, asking to be allowed entry, 
and then must "sacrefice" a personal 
object to the altar. It need not be of great 
material value, just something the user 
had some attachment.

Protective glyphs placed on the walls in all 
the major chambers within can be 
untriggered if proper entry utterance and 
donations are made. 

Map Key 8 - to the Interior Caves
This is a drainage tunnel formed by the 
water erosion that form the caves. The 
waters drain into the Cave Grotto below.

This tunnel is the only access into the 
Paulette DuFlor's interior chamber, her 
crews barracks area when not at sea, but 
mustered for action.

Listen Check 10, reveals echos and water 
running up ahead, sounds like another 
large chamber up ahead.



Map Key 9 - Cascade Chamber
This large round chamber is about 50 feet 
across and filled with 4 foot deep pool of 
water - serving as the primary source for 
drinking water within the caves in the 
formerly inhabited areas. The falls that fill 
this pool is 40 feet above to a small crack.

Voodoo Glyph of Water Protection - a 
water elemental hides in the pool below.

Map Key 10 - Chasm Bridge
A guard usually stands at the opposite end
of this rope bridge - a heavy ship's rope 
serves as a floor crossing this 20 foot 
deep chasm that cuts across the caves 
here. With hand ropes to keep your 
balance for crossing. This is an easy cross 
for a veteran sailor. Non sailors in armor 
or carry heavy objects risk fall DEX check 
15.

Map Key 11 - Fluttering Chasm
This chasm chamber drops 20 feet down 
and opens 20 feet to the ceiling and curves 
to the northern end. This is home to a 
large number of bats. Some are giant bats 
and some are vampire bats, though most 
are common island bats in the thousands. 
The stream at the bottom of the chasm 
goes to a submerged tunnel that reaches 
the sea. Glyph of bat summoning on wall.

Map Key 12 -  Barracks Cave
This large dry chamber served as the main 
barracks for the crew in times of defense 
or mustered ready to leave port - as most 
lived in the village of Mamisa outside the 
caves. Rather than cots, iron rings on the 
walls and pole spikes held up hammocks 
all around the chamber. Small chests for 
personal items are below each wall ring. 
There are 36 cot hanging rings in the cave.

One of the chests contain a +3 daggar and 
about 20 silver pieces. No other treasure 
can be found, just personal items.

Map 2 Key
Map Key 13 - Armory & Treasury
An iron-barred gate with heavy lock blocks 
this cave. Inside sits the islands powder 
stores, about 50 flintlock rifles, 24 pistols, 
a ton of shot, shot for the cannons.

Open Locks difficulty 15 to open door lock.

Mundane treasures, mostly coins and 
gemstones are kept in chests stacked 
along the walls of this cave chamber. The 
missing Annual Tax in silver lies in this 
vault. Both a Voodoo protection glyph and 
a boobytrap to a powder keg protects this 
chamber.

Voodoo Glyph works as a Glyph of Dispair.

The booby trap has a flintlock pistol 
mechanism connected to held spring under 
a chest of silver pieces. Lifiing the chest 
lites a 10 second fuse and causes and 
causes an explosion equal to a maximum 
effect fireball.

Map Key 14 - DuFlor's Cave Chamber
Because Paulette DuFlor remained 
unmarried and deeply engrossed in her 
priestess studies when at home and not 
not "playing pirate". This was her chamber 
whenever she stayed on the island. She 
felt she must live apart from the people, 
thus did not maintain a home in the village

This chamber contains an upright stove to 
ward of the cavern chill, heated by a coal 
supply she kept nearby. A four post bed 
with hanging curtains lay at the center, 
quite out of place in the caves. Large 
chests, a silvered 6 foot mirror on one wall 
and chests of personal items and treasure 
are under the bed.

A Voodoo Glyph of Warding protects this 
chamber, which triggers a summoning 
Glyph 4 rounds later - giant constrictor 
snake appears.



Map Key 15 - The Squeeze Chamber
The tunnel entry leading to the Great Altar 
beyond has an extremely low and varied 
ceiling rising some 12 to 18 inches off the 
uneven floor.. The passage is about 20 
feet wide and almost 40 feet long.

As if to force supplicants entering the altar 
in a humbling prone position, it makes 
entering and exiting through this passage 
slow and difficult at best. Bulky items can 
not pass through, nor can obese PCs!

Map Key 16 - The Great Altar Cenote
This open-aired sinkhole rises nearly 
vertically above the floor below. While the 
cavern side sits 40 above the floor it still 
lies 15 feet below the sinkhole top. The 
opposite drops in elevation, but is still 20 
feet above the floor. From the cavern 
entry one can view the southern shore.

Once an interior cave, but erosion caused 
the top to cave in exposing this deep 
sinkhole or cenote. Water fills the bottom 
along with eroded debris from the cave-in 
long ago. This forms the base to the great 
altar to the Voodoo gods and a tribute to 
Mamisa Paulette DuFlor.

The Voodoo Gods - 9 of them are 
represented by colorful, wooden  fetish 
dolls from 1 - 3 feet high with curved 
down legs and curved up arms. There are 
10 dolls on the altar however - the last is 
a vessel hodling the spirit of Paulette 
DuFlor. Though not the largest it does 
have the King's Bay Cross on a ribbon 
draped over this doll, guaranteeing touch 
and spirit domination attempt on toucher.

As in the other Voodoo Altar, gifts to the 
deities litter the floor, though unlike the 
entry altar, all items here are precious and 
of great value.

Hidden beneath the sacreficed items are 6 
Juju Zombies empowered with limited 
spell casting abilities, armed with a loaded 
flintlock pistol and bearing a rapier.

They will arise and attack if the altar is 
disturbed even if proper entry rites done.

Map Key 17 - Cenote Pool
At the bottom of the sinkhole chamber is 
the cenote pool. The far side appears to 
disappear into the darkness below, 30 feet 
to the botttom - entering a submerged 
tunnel. This tunnel is sometimes used as 
an emergency entrance and exit from the 
caverns to the island, as a back door.

Map Key 18 - The Wet Caves
This waterfilled passage has no air pockets 
at the ceiling level, and periodic holes to 
the surface, such as the Cenote Pool. The 
passage is about 20 feet floor to ceiling 
with a defined "haliclyne" or separation 
between the lighter fresh water the upper 
10 feet of the passage and salt water 
below. Most life lies in the upper level.

The passage requires a long swim, for a 60 
foot distance to reach the next surface 
hole at the Watery Portal Cave. The last 10 
feet splits into two channels, the west 
channel leads to the sea though is a 
veritable death trap even for the high 
endurance swimmer. The sea exit is a slot 
30 feet tall but on 8 inches wide in the last 
6 feet at the cave mouth. A swimmer 
needs to swim all the way to Watery Portal 
Cave to reach breatheable air again.

Map Key 19 - Watery Portal Cave
The Watery Portal Cave is the back door to 
the Cavernes de DuFlor. From the outside 
it simply looks like a single chamber cave 
with a fresh water pool in the back half.

Care is taken to hide tracks showing users 
having entered or exited the pool to 
further to disguise the access to the 
caverns within.



King's Bay Cross 

The King's Bay Cross was originally called 
the Dernallion Crown Cross, a gift from 
the papacy to the royal house, Dernallion.

During the Salt Wars, 20 years ago 
between the Duchy and the Empire of Cer, 
at the Battle of Haddrin, the forces of 
Dernallion were nearly routed, until a 
troop commander organized the retreating 
forces and held Haddrin Hill long enough 
for royal reinforcements to arrive a prevail 
in the battle.

This act saved the loss of the war. The 
Grand Duke Marl Cerean passed the Cross 
to the commander and his family.

The cross passed into the hands of the 
son, Lord Talus Arnden, Viceroy of New 
Dernallion.

The King's Bay Cross, as it is now called, 
is purported to contain arcane properties 
that engender leadership skills and 
command of large audiences when in full 
view.

Items & Treasure...



Gamer Printshop is the world's leading 
large format color map printer for RPG 
gamers and GMs everywhere. Our prices 
are very competitive and only we can 
open your map-making files in their native 
formats (.FCW, .DJA, .PDF, .PNG, & more)

We offer color map printing in sizes up to 
36" x 72" and the same for B/W pirnting.

We offer optional lamination (highly 
recommended for color prints) at the 
lowest prices available.

We ship using UPS and USPS with delivery 
world-wide, shipped in a mailing tube. 
Overseas orders should expect a 2 week 
delivery time, 1 week to Canada or Mexico 
and 3-5 days anywhere in the continental 
US.

 
Maps of Witch's Rock...
Gamer Printshop has all 10 maps to the 
Witch's Rock adventure module.
 
Cavernes de DuFlor map 1 & 2, each is 
printed in four pieces of 22" x 34" each.

$15.94 each (full color) x 8 maps
$2.60 each (B/W) x 8 maps

Carte du roche de la sorciere map,
a single map printed at 24 x 36

$17.94 (full color)
$3.00 (B/W)

Village of Mamisa map, and buildings
a single 18" x 24" map

$8.92 (full color)
$1.50 (B/W)

Hardcopy print-out of this PDF adventure 
module as a saddle-stitched, tabloid print
with cardstock, full color cover.

$6.95

Coming Attractions!
Gamer Printshop Store now offering:

Terrain Monkey's Fantasy Map Collection
Hand-drawn, digital colored RPG maps.

Brunke's Atlas of Worlds - highly detailed 
regional maps created by world class 
cartographer Richard Brunke using 
Profantasy's Campaign Cartograher. Many 
maps come with complete gazetteers.

E.N. Publishing's War of the Burning Sky 
campaign saga maps - are available. All 
maps for all current adventures are here!

Soon to add map products from 
Gamemaster Syndicate's: Gamemasters 
Apprentice program.
_________________________________

Endless Terrain Battlemap sets - a set of 4 
double-sided 11 x 17 full color maps with 
geomorphed edges so you can create a 
custom wilderness map layout printed at 
miniatures scale (1" = 5 feet)

The maps feature photorealistic mapping, 
each map is uniquely designed though 
with our exclusive geomorphed edging.

Map themes available are:

Woodland Path
Heavy Woodlands
Swamp Water Path

All Endless Terrain Battlemap sets are:
$19.95 per set.
_________________________________

Let Gamer Printshop print all your custom 
RPG map designs. We print most mapping 
formats and standard graphics formats as 
well.

$2.99 per square foot for full color maps
$ .50 per square foot for black and white.

visit: http://www.gamer-printshop.com


